
Space-age careers at Boeing

This year, engineering and science alumni will fend more challeng-
ing and rewarding careers than ever at Boeing. Advanced missile
and space-age programs are expanding, and the proportion of
engineers and scientists to Boeing's total employrnent is growing
steadily . Boeing programs include the Dvna-Soar boost-glide ve-
hicle, Minuteman solid-propellant ICBM, BoMAae defense missile
system, B-52G missile bomber, KC-135 jet tanker-tranport, the
Boeing 707, 720 and recently announced 727 jetliners, and lunar,
orbital and interplanetary systems and advanced research projects.
A few of the many immediate openings are listed below:

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM SUPPORT

	

SEATTLE AREA
R .,,r higher in AE. CE or 3(E (with any amount of experience) to
perfo,nn temperature analysis and conduct studies in gas dynamics .
heat transfer, ablation arid gas dynamics testing.

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

	

SEATTLE AREA
31 .S. o-r Ph .D . in AE or Engineering Mechanics l with at least two
wars research arid development experience in structural dynam-
ics. including response and stability, dynamic analysis, dynamic
analysis methods or servo characteristics) to investigate response
characteristics of time-variant and non-linear systems and develop
metlu-ds �f analysis .

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

	

WICHITA AREA
11 .S. in Electrical Engineering or Ph.D . in Physics. To avconnplish
basic research in the fields of microwave components and trans-
mission systems. Studies of materials and techniques to improve
wave guide systems. Assignments include laboratory and analytical
r-ea rclt .

l'JEAPON SYSTEMS ANALYS15

	

SEATTLE AREA

B.S . in AE, EE, ME or Math (with experience in testing, design or
dv,vl~-pmeut of missile systems or subsystems, including ground
support equipment and ground operational equipment ) to plan and
establish procedures for evaluating the results of Minuteman ICBM
weapon system testing, and assist in analyzing data evolved during
test programs arid prepare reports incorporating this inf-,rrnalion .

AERODYNAMICS

	

WICHITA AREA

3I .S . or Ph.D. in Aerodynamics . For assignments in de\eb,pment
programs involving STOL technology, performance analysis, estab-
lishment of preliminary aerodynamic configuration, stability and
control predictions, supersonic engine inlet design and testing,
and internal aerodynamic investigation. These programs involve
preliminary design on aircraft and missile projects.
GAS TURBINE ENGINE DESIGN

	

SEATTLE AREA

B.S. or 3I .S . in 31E (with 5 to 10 years experience in layout and
detailed design of complex mechanical assemblies involving lubri-
cation, thermal stress. inertia stress and assembly tolerances) to
perform layout and design work on gas turbine engines and their
compments.
PACKAGING ENGINEERING SEATTLE AREA

Engineers with B.S . in ME, CE or EE to design and develop in-
dustrial and military packaging for the protection of electronic
equipment and missile and aircraft components . Assignments in-
clude analyzing, evaluating and testing methods, materials and
techniques for the protection of fragile and intricate items.

FACILITIES EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING

	

SEATTLE AREA
Engineers with B.S . degrees in ME:. ChemE or EE, with five vears
minimum experience. to provide scr%ires which include equipment
design, specifications, selectii,n art(] operational reliability. Equip-
ment involved may be manufacturing process and test equipment
(e.g ., hydraulic functional test equipment) or electronic equipment
(e-g., test equipment for air-borne electronic systems.)
CERAMICS

	

SEATTLE AREA
Ceramicist with Ph.D . degree or equivalent professional background
to conceive and conduct investigations of the factors influencing
ductility arid fracture.
BASE INSTALLATIONS

	

SEATTLE AREA
B.S. in EE or ME (with 10 years experience in architectural or
engineering design, design checking or coordination, drawing
delineation or equivalent activity) to review architectural and en-
gineering drawings of guided missile base installations and comment
on design, recommending revisions, preparing cost estimates. arid
engage in Air Force and other outside company contact work .
COMPUTER METHODS

	

SEATTLE AREA
B.S . in EE, 31E or Math (with 0 to 6 years applicable experience)
to find new uses for and integrate new electronic digital ci,mputing
equipment with existing equipment.
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

	

SEATTLE AREA
3I .S . in Electrical Engineering or Ph.D . in Physics. To aeviornplish
basic research in the fields of surface wave antennas or large array
antennas for possible air-borne application through use of the IBM
7090 Digital Computer, 231R Pace Analog Computer and other
antenna laboratory equipment. Projects include such items as
antennas for omnidirectional radiation pattern coverage in both
horizontal and vertical polarizations.
QUALITY CONTROL

	

SEATTLE AREA
B.S. or M.S. in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Physics, CltetniMry or Metallurgy- Advanced training in Mailre-
matics/Probability Science helpful. Establish requirements and
analyze reliability performance data ; correlate performance data
and design specifications ; design test programs based on statistical
parameters ; recommend changes to product design and determine
the need for changes in manufacturing process.
PLASMA PHYSICS

	

SEATTLE AREA
Experimental and theoretical physicists with Ph.D. degree in phys-
ics for the staff of the Plasma Physics Laboratory, Boeing Scientific
Research laboratories . to conduct studies in the field of basic
mcrowave plasma physics, transport properties of plasmas and
quanturn plastua physics.

ELECTRONICS AND GUIDANCE SYSTEM DESIGN

	

SEATTLE AREA
B.S . in EE or ME (with EE or mechanical deign experience, to
evaluate flight instrument requirements for the D)na-Sonar lo-st-
glide vehicle program, perform avionics component and system en-
gineering, prepare source control drawings or design procurement
specifications, perform technical evaluation of vendor prop-als,
perform design and development monitoring, evaluation and quali-
fication testing, and system avionics integration.
TEST ENGINEER

	

WICHITA AREA
31 .S . in Aeronautical, Electrical or Mechanical Engineering. For
test programs covering aerodynamic, electrical, electronic, struc-
tural arid mechanism projects . Assignments require planning,
development monitoring and analysis of tests in laboratories arid
actual flights.

STRUCTURES S MECHANICAL DESIGN

	

SEATTLE AREA

B.S . in CE and ME for component and assembly design for transport
airplanes in developmental and production phases. Must be capable
of contributing creative engineering and original ideas to airplane
applications . Requirements in landing gear, controls, air conli-
tiorting, hydraulic, and structural systems.

Advantages you'll enjoy at Boeing include up-to-the-minute fncili-
ties, unexcelled research equipment, insurance and retirement pro-
grams, and a company-paid graduate study program (M.A . and
Ph.D.) designed to help you get ahead faster .

For further information write: Mr . John C. Sanders, Boeing Air-
plane Company, P. O. Box 3822 - UOK, Seattle 24, /fashington.
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